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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider a model of predator-prey populations with parasitic infection
in which each individual of prey or predator can be invaded by a parasite. This is a
generalization of the model studied by H.I. Freedmau [2]. Our situation is described by a
system of four autonomous ordinary differential equations.

Conditions for persistence of all populations are given. A discussion of the stability of
the interior equilibrium is also given.
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1. Introduction
In [2] Freedman studied a model of predator - prey dynamics as modified by the

action of a parasite. All predators in this model are invaded by the parasite. The prey
population is divided into two classes, the susceptible and the infective members. Those
prey that have been invaded by the parasite hare their behavior modified so as to make
them more susceptible to predation.

After discussion on the application of Freedman's model in our situation with
some Vietnamese ecologists, we know that in the tropical wildlife as Vietnam there
are many prey - predator systems being infected by the same parasites and by the
different proportions of susceptible and infected individuals. For example, eagle - magpie
interactions are infected by flukes (plilophthalmus lucknowens), tiger - wild hoar by
tapeworms (paragonimus westermani), or round worms (diphyllobothrium mansoni)
[6], Hence in this paper we consider predator - prey systems in which not all predators
are invaded by parasites. Those predators that have been invaded by the parasite have
less probability of successful capture than uninfected predators and those prey that have
been invaded by the parasite have their behavior modified so as to make them more
susceptible to predation.

Our technique in this paper is to model the above described situations by means
of a system of four ordinary differential equations, simulating a predator - prey system
in which both predator and prey population are divided into two classes, the susceptible
and the infective.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we propose the mathematical
model of a predator - prey system, in section 3 we analyze the stability of the boundary
equilibria. In section 4 we give criteria for the persistence and extinction of our system.
In section 5 we examine the stability of the interior equilibrium of our system. Finally,
in section 6 some special cases are studied.

2. The Model
Let us consider a model of a predator - prey system where both prey and predator

population are divided into two independent groups,



S(t) = B(X(t)] -

X(t)

X(t)

X(t)
D(X(t))I(t)

X(t)
} P,(X(t))I(t)Y2(t)

X(t)
Yi(t) = -

Y3(t) = -
X(t)
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Q2(X(t))I(t)Y}(t) • P1(X(t))I(t)Y1(t)
1 v " X{t)

5(0) > 0,7(0) > o,y,(o) > o,r2(0) > o, (i)

where S(t)J(t),X{t) = S(t) + I{t),Yi(t),Y2(t),Y(t) = K,(t) + Y2(t) {t > 0) are the
susceptible prey, infective prey, total prey, susceptible predator, infective predator and
total predator population densities, respectively, and the dot over a variable denotes
the first derivative with respect to time.

We assume the following hypotheses on the above model where the prime repre-
sents the derivative of a function with respect to its argument:

(HI) All functions in system (1) are sufficiently smooth so that the solutions to
the initial value problem exist and they are unique and continuous for all positive time.

(H2) B(X) is the birth rate of the prey population and assumed to be independent
of parasite infection. Further, it is assumed that the birth rate increases with increasing
population. Hence

I = 0,B'(.Y) :• 0. (2)

(H3) D(X) is the "natural" death rate of the prey population, that is death due
to any occurrence other than predation. Further, it is also assumed that the death rate
increases with increasing population. Hence

0. (3)

(H4) For low densities of prey the birth rate is greater than the natural death
rate, but for large value, the death rate is greater (otherwise the population will grow
unboundedly). In particular, there is a unique positive carrying capacity of the envi-
ronment, K, such that at X = K the two are equal. This implies

D'(Q),B\K) < D'(K),B{K) = D(K) (4)

([2]).

(H5) fio > 0 is the infection rate of susceptible prey in the absence of predators.
If the parasite cannot survive only on the prey population, then /Jo = 0. Conversely, if
/3f) = 0, then in the absence of predators the parasite population becomes extinct (see
Eqs. (12) below); /?] > 0 is the rate per unit predator of prey infection due to parasitic
reproduction in the predator population ([2]).

(H6) P,{X) (Qi(X)),t = 1,2, is the infective (susceptible) predator functional
response of the susceptible and infective prey populations, respectively. Further, it is
assumed that owing to the action of parasites, the infected prey have an increasingly
higher functional responses than the uninfected piey. Hence

= p2(o) = o.Pi(jr) > P[(X) > o,

= Q2(0) = 0,Q'2(X) > Q\(X) > 0.

(5)

(6)

Due to the action of parasites, the probability of successful prey capture by the predator
is decreased, hence

Q\(X)>P{(XIQ'2(X)>P^X). (7)

(H7) T(Y) is the density • dependent death rate of predator in absence of prey,
which is assumed to be increasing

F(0) > o, (8)

([2]). Hence, the death rates of the susceptible and infective predator population are
r(y)l ' j and r(y)y2 , respectively.

(H8) C > 0 is uptake constant of predator, representing the proportion of prey
that is converted to predator biomass ([2]).

7o > 0 is the rate per unit prey of predator infection due to parasitic reproduction
in the prey population, 71 > 0 is the infection rate of susceptible predator in the absence
of preys. Ci > 0 (Cj < C) is constant, characterized the uninfected proportion of babes
of predators with their parents ate infective prey or were infected.

Assuming (HI) - (H8), model (1) can be described as follows. All prey members
are born into the susceptible class and may be subjected to parasitism immediately
after birth. The death rates but not the birth rates corresponding to each prey class are



proportional to the relative densities of that class and are functions of the total prey
population. Susceptible prey infected by parasites are removed from the susceptible
class at a specific rate of 0o + PiY?, and an equivalent number of prey are added to the
infected class. For each predator class, the predator functional response of the infected
prey is increasingly higher than for the susceptibles. Further, for each prey class, the
susceptible predator functional response is increasingly higher.

3, Boundary Equilibria and Subsystem Analysis

The computation of the boundary equilibria and their stability for system fl)
provide the information needed to determine the persistence of the system. On 57?+,
system (1) has only two equilibria, namely the two points Ea(0,0,0,0) and E(S,I,0,0).
We will show that the equilibrium E(S, 7,0,0) exists.

System (1) has only two invariant coordinate planes, SI and YiY2 . Hencr we
consider the subsystems which are restricted on the SI and YjYi planes, respectively.

a. Subsystem on the SI Plane

On the 5 / plane, system (1) is written as

D[X(t))S{t)
7(0 '

5(0) > 0,7(0) > 0.

Adding the two equations in system (9) gives

X(t) = B(X(t)) - D(X(t)).

(9)

(10)

Hence if A"(0) > 0,lim t_+xX(t) = K; that is, all solutions with at least one positive
initial condition in the 57 plane approach in line S + I = K, as t —too which is itself
invariant in this plane. On S -f- 7 = A', the first equation in (9) can be written as

S(t) = B(K) - (D(K)/K

and since B(K) = D(K) we get

(H)

. a =: S, H (12)

Of course, if 0o = 0 then 5 = K and I — 0, Thus we have established the following

Theorem 3.1. Let Sj be denned by (12). Let So > 0,I0 > 0,S0 + h > 0. If
(S(t),I{t), Fi (t), Yt(t)) is a solution of system (1) with the initial conditions (So, 70,0,0)
then it must hold

Sim
t—" + o

b. Subsystem on the Y\Y2 Plane

On the Y1Y2 plane system (1) can be written as

= ~T(Y(t))Y,(t) -

Y2(t) = -T{Y(t))Y2(t)

Adding the two equations in system (13) gives Y = — Y{Y)Y < 0.

Hence limi y^, Y(t) = 0, this represents starvation of predator in the absence
of any prey, and we have established the following.

Theorem 3.2. If (S(t\I(t),Y,{t),Y2(t)) is a solution of system (1) with the
initial conditions (0,0, F,(0), K2(0)) with Yi(0) > 0,Y2(0) > 0, then

t]\mJS(t), 1^)^,(1)^2(1)) = Eo.

We now wish to examine the stability of the equilibria of the full system. In
order to do this we need to compute the variational matrix of system (1) and evaluate
it at the equibria. We omit details of these tedious computations and report the results.
Let Mo be the variational matrix about Ev. Then

(14)

D'{0)
/Jo
0
0

- A B (0)
-D'(0]

0
0

0
\ 0

-r(0)
0

0
0
0

-r(o)
The four eigenvalues of Mo are \,,i — 1,4, where

Ai = B'(0) - £>'(0) > 0,

Xj = -D'{0) - A, < 0,

A3 = A4 = - r ( 0 ) < 0.

Hence ED is a hyperbolic saddle point.

(15)

T



Let M = (m,j), i,j — 1,4, be the variational matrix about E. Then

* „ = * ( * ) - ^(K) ^' ( A '»
K2 A' '

-?« + -& K—
SD{K) ID'(K)

A'2 K '

= TTJ32 = 0 ,

= C

K

K

77141 = m 4 j = 0,

m44 = -r(0) + (C-Ci

A

K
(16)

4. Persistence and Extinction Criterion for the Predator

Theorem 4.1. The set
A= {iS,I,Yi,Y2):Q< X< K,0<CX + Y < L], where

L = CK + (C/r(O)) max _[B(X) - D(X)],

is a strong attractor of system (1) with respect to R .̂, further A is a positive invariant
set.

Proof:

From(l), X(t) = S(t)+i(t) < B{X(t))-D(X{t)). Hencelimsup,-oo,V(t) < A',
by standard comparison theorems. Now consider

jt(CX(t) + Y(t)) = -T(Y(t)) + C[B(X(t))) - D(X(t))}

Hence CX(t) + Y(t) < I + [CY(0) + Y(Q) - L]exp{-r(O)t} by comparison; thus
Theorem 4.1 follows.

Before stating and proving our next theorem, we precisely define what we mean
by persistence.

Definition 4.2. We shall say that system (1) is persistent if for any solution
(S(t},I(t),Yi(t),Y2(t}) with initial conditions 5(0) > 0,I{0) > 0,1",(0) > 0,K2(0) > 0
we have

lim sup S(t) > 0,limsup/(f) > O,limsupFi(<) > O,limsupF2(<) > 0.

System (1) is said to be uniformly persistent if there exists e > 0 such that.

It is clear that the two eigenvalues of M are solutions of the following equation

mii- (in

From Theorem 3.1, the other two eigenvalues must have negative real parts.

liminfSm> e,limi
f—+00 ' ~ (—+00

At) > e,liminf Y2(t) > t
v ~ (—+00 ~

(see [1],[2]}.
In order to establish the persistence, we require a result known as the Butler -

McGehee lemma [5], which in our case can be stated as follows.

Lemma 4.3 (Butler - McGehee). Let P e K+ and let il{P) be its omega
limit - set. Let Q be a rest point and W+(Q), W~(Q) be its strong stable and unstable
manifolds, respectively.

If Q 6 ft(P) and {Q} ^ Sl(P), then there exist J+ G W+(Q) \ {Q} and
J~ e W~{Q) \{Q] such that J+,J~e U{P).

We now can establish a persistence criterion for system (1).



Theorem 4.4. Let

CQt(K)S + d
-r(0) +

(C -
2A'

-<7] - CiJ 1- 7oi} > 0, (18)

hold. Then system (1) exhibits persistence.

Proof:
We first note that since A is a strong attracting set, all solutions of system (1)

are bounded and their omega limit sets lie in A. Proving persistence is equivalent to
showing that il(P)(u limit set of the orbit through P 6 intR\) does not intersect the
boundary of R\..

The 5 / and Y\ Y-i plane are invariant sets. All other points on QR\ are transversal
points such that orbits through such points move into the int.ft+ from outside R\. But
R\ is positive invariant and hence the points belonging to the nirega limit set of such
orbits intersecting the boundary must lie on either the Y1Y2 plane or the SI plane.
Since the closure of the the orbit through a point in the omega limit set also belongs to
the omega limit set, if P 6 int R\ and fi(P) has points on the Y]Y? or 5 / plane, then
EQ € fi(P) ox' E € il(P), respectively. We show that this can not happen

First, suppose Eg € fi(P)- By our analysis in the previous section, EQ is a
hyperbolic saddle point. Hence by the Butler - McGehee lemma there must be a point
Q in the strong stable manifold of £ 0 such that Q 6 il(P)- But the strong stable
manifold of EQ is the positive Y^ plane and for any orbit on it, except for £0, is not
completely in A. This is a contradiction, since ft(P) C A.

The argument is similar for E, since by (18) E is a hyperbolic saddle point whose
strong stable manifold is the positive SI plane except for Eg.

This proves Theorem 4.4.

For example we consider the system (1) with

B(X) = 12X,D(X) = X\fo = 12,Qi(.V) = 3X,

Pl{X)=X,Qi(X)=4X,P2(X) = 2X,C = l,Ci = 1/3,

T(Y) = 4,7 o = l/6.

It is clear that E = (6,6,0,0). This system exhibits persistence because the criteria of
persistence are all held.

In Butler et. al. [1], criteria were established for persistence to imply uniform
persistence because the system (1) is dissipative and its restriction to dR^_ is isolated
and acyclic.

We now prove an extinction result.

Theorem 4.5. Let

-r (0) + C(Qi(A') + Q2(A')) < 0 (19)

hold. If {S(t)J(t),Yi{t),Y2{t)) is a solution of system (1) then nm,_+ 0 0 Y,(t) = 0, i =
1,2.

Proof:
Since A is a strong attractor, we need consider only solutions initiating in A.

However, for a such solution we have

Q2(X)I)Yl

Qi(K)}Y < 0.

This proves our Theorem.

5. Stability of the Interior Equilibrium

In this section we examine the stability of the interior equilibrium of system (1)
if it exists. In Butler et. al. [1], it was proved that if system (1) is uniformly persistent
then there is an interior equilibrium. Hence if inequalities (18) hold then system (1) has
an interior equilibrium.

We now suppose that an interior equilibrium, say E", exists. The local stability
of E' can be determined from the eigenvalues of the variational matrix evaluated about
this point, which is denoted by M* = (m*j),i,j = 1,4 .

In general, M" is too complicated for meaningful! stability criteria to be deter-
mined. So we only consider the special case of Lotka - Volterra dynamics, i.e.

B(X) = BX,D(X) = DX2,P,(X) = PiX,i = 1,2,
(20)

10



After some simplifications we obtain

m\2 = B-DS\

m*u = -(& +P,)S\
m'21 = (DI"2 + Q2rY' + P2I'Y2')S'-i,

m'2 = -2DI* - DS' - Q2Y* - PjY2',

m'43 = 7fl7* -f 7i >V + (C - C] )Q2 /*,

mj4 = -(707'K," + {C - Cj)Q2r'Y*)Y2*'1. (21)

The characteristic polynomial equation for the eigenvalues A is of the form

X4 + A\ A3 + A2X
2 + AjX + A4 — 0. (22)

Clearly, Ai = — ("ij t +nJ2j+mM + nl44) ^ 0- In this case, the Routh - Hurwicz criterion
states that all eigenvalues, those are solutions of (22), have negative real parts if and
only if

At A? - A3 > 0. (23)

If we expand the above expressions, then the results will be very complicated. But we
can write program to check them by computer.

For example we consider the system

S = lX-SX-(4 + 4Y2)S - 35T, - SY2,

/ = (4 + 4F2)S - IX - iSYt - 2/>'2,

Y, = -10F, - IYi - 2K, Y2 + 6SK, + SY2 + AH\ + 21Y2,

Y2 = -IOK2 + 7F, + 2K) F2 + SYi + 4/F, + 2IY2.

11

Clearly E* = (1,1,1,1). Checking by computer we have the following

A4 = 5688 > 0,
A, A2A3 - A]AA - A\ = 2322924 > 0,

A!J4 2- A3 = 3676 >0.

Hence E' is a local asymptotically stable equilibrium.

6. Some special cases of model (1)

After examining some typical ecological systems in Vietnam, we think that we
should study some cases in which a proportion of susceptible predator (or/and prey)
and total predator (or/and prey) population is constant. So in this section we examine
these cases. The techniques to prove obtaining results in this section are similar to those
used for model (1).

a. The first model

We consider a model of a predator - prey system where the proportion of number
of susceptible predator and total predator population is a constant a € [0, lj . Then

S(t) = B{X{t)) - - a)$,Y(t)]S(t)

-V(0

/(0 = [/3o + (i-o)ftr(<)]S(o-

(1 - a)P2{X{t))I{t)Y(t)

X[t)

aQ,(X(t))S(t) (l_-_c
1 X(t)

+ <*Q2(X{t))i{t) + (i - a)P2(X(t))i{t)

X(t)
D(X(t))[(t) aQ2(X(t))I(t)Y(t)

X(t)

X(t)

X(t) X(t)

5(0) > 0,7(0) > 0,F(0) > 0, (la)

where all symbols, except o, are the same as in the model (1) and the number of infective
predator is (1 — a)Y. Similarly to model (1), we hove the following.

System (la) have only two boundary equilibria, Eo(Q, 0,0) and £(5,7,0), where

KB(K)
S =

B(K)
1 =

B{K) -f A'ft'

12



Further, all solutions with nonnegative initial conditions in the F-axis approach Eo and
all solutions with nonnegative initial conditions in the 5/-plane with X(0"l > 0 approach
E. The set

A = {(S,I,Y): 0 < X < A',0 < CX + Y < L},

is a strong attractor with respect to R\.

The variational matrix about Eo is

'(0) - D'(Q) -
A/o =

0

B'(0) 0
~D'(0) 0

o -r<0)

Clearly Ma has three eigenvalues A(,i = 1,3, where

Ai = -£>'(0) - A, < 0, A2 = B'(0) - D'(0) > 0, A3 = -F(0) < 0.

Hence Eo is a hyperbolic saddle point.

Let M = (riiij),i,j = 1,3, be the variational matrix about E. Then

ID(K) SD'(K) o= B (A )
A'2 K

SD{K) SD(K)
K2 K '

( D'(K)i ^ D{K)I

SD(K) ID'jK)
A7* K~'

K
rii3i = rJ!32 = 0,

,qq,(A-)g + ( l - t t ) aQ2(K)I + (1 - a)P2{K)i
A'

It is clearly that one eigenvalue of M is thjs and the other two eigenvalues must have
negative real parts.

From this, we have a persistence criterion for system (la) as follows. If

— 1 \\j) -r O 77

13

then system (la) exhibits the uniform persistence.

An extinction criterion for the predator is: If

-r(0) + C[aQ,(K) + (1 - o)Pi(A') + aQ2(K) + (1 - a)

then lim(_+ooV'(0 = 0.
Remark 1: The local stability of an interior equilibrium if it exists {note that if

system (la) is uniformly persistent then there exists an interior equilibrium [1]) can be
determined from the eigenvalues of the variational matrix evaluated about this point.

Remark 2: When a = 0 we obtain the model of Freedman [2| where all
predators become infected by parasites.

When a = 1 we have a model where the predator is not the host for parasite.

b. The second model

We consider a model of a predator - prey system where the proportion of the
number of susceptible prey and total prey population is a constant 6 g [0, lj. Then

X(t) = B(X{t)) - D(X(t)) - Q
- (1 - 8)Q2(X(t))Yl(t) ^ (1 - e)P2(X(t))Y2(t),

+ C,[m(X(t))Y2(*) + ( ! - 6)Q2(X{t))Yi(t) + (1 - 9)P2(X(t))YI(t)},

Y2(i) = -r(Y(t))Y2(t) + (l -e)l0X[t)Yi(t) + 'fiYl(t)Y2(t}

+ (C- C,)[tfP,(*(0)y2(f) + (1 - 0)Q2(X(t))Y,(t) + (1 - 0)P2(X(t))Y2(t)],

X{0)>0,Yi{0)>Q,Y2(0)>0. (lb)

For this system, the number of susceptible prey is 6X and the number of infective
prey is ( 1 - 0 ) * .

System (lb) has two boundary equilibria, Eo(0,0,0) and E(K, 0,0). All solutions
with nonnegative initial conditions in the Fi Y? plane approach EQ, and all solutions with
nonnegative initial conditions in the X - axis with X(0) > 0 approach E.

The set

A= {(X,YuY2):0<X < A',0< X + CY < L)

is a strong attractor with respect to R3
+.

Let Mo be the variational matrix about Eo- Then

Mn =
B' (0) —

0
0

D' (0) 0
-r(0)

0

0
0

-no)

LA



Since B'(0) - D'(Q) > 0,E0 is a hyperbolic saddle point.

If we denote by M = (ro,j),i, j = 1,3, the variationat matrix about E, then

m,, = B\K) - £>'(*),

m13 =-ePx(K) - (

m22 = -r{o) - (i -

rh31 -0,

m32 = (1

m33 = -r(o) - e)p2(K)].

It is clearly that one eigenvalue of M is B'{K) - D'{K) < 0 and the other eigenvalues
are solutions of equation

17^22 — -̂  TJI^I

m32 m33 - A = 0.det

The persistence criterion states:

Suppose that

m22 + mJ3 > 0,

mj2-mj3 — "'23.'"32 > 0,

then system (lb) exhibits uniform persistence.

The extinction criterior for predator is: If

then lim,_.+«, !',(«) = 0,i = 1,2.

Remark 3: If system (lb) is uniformly persistent then there exists an interior
equilibrium. Its stability can be determined from the eigenvalues of the variational
matrix about this point.

15

c. The third model

We now consider a model of a predator - prey system, where the proportion of
the number of susceptible predator (prey) and total predator (prey) population is a
constant a,6 £ [0,1]. Then

X(t) = B(X(i)) - D(X{t)) - aeQ,(X(t))Y(t} - (1 - a)ePt(X(t)W(t)
- a(l - 8)Q2(X(t))Y{t) - (1 - a)(l

Y(t) = {-r(V-(i)) + C[a9Q,(X(t)) + (1 - a
+ c(l - e)Qt(X(t)) - (1 - a)(l - 9)P2(X(t)}\}Y(t%

x(o)> o,y(o)> o. (lc)

The results are:

The set
A = {(X,Y) : 0 < X < K,0 < CX + Y < L)

is a strong attractor with respect to R\.

The extinction criterior for the predator is: If

-HO) + C[»6Qi{K) + (1 - o)$P1(K) + o(l - 9)Q2(K) + (1 - a

then lim,_ + o o y ( 0 = 0.

- 9)P2(K)\ < 0

System (lc) has two boundary equilibria, £0(0,0) and E( K, 0). If A'(0) > 0,r(0) =
0 then lim,_+oo(JV(i),y(<)) = E and if .Y(0) = 0 then lim (_+(K(X(t), Y(t)) = Ea. Let
Mo be the v&riational matrix about Eg. Then

B'(0) - D'(0) 0
0 - r (0 )

Since B'(0) - D'(Q) > 0, £ 0 is a hyperbolic saddle point.

Let M = (rhtJ),i,j = 1,2, be the variationat matrix about E. Then

mu = - Q » 9 I { A ' ) - {1 - a)6P, f A') - a(l - e)Q2(K) - (1 - o){l - 6)P2{K),

m2i = 0,

m22 = -F(0) + C[o«Q,(A') + (1 - a)ePi(K) + Q(1 - 0)Q2(K) + (1 - o)(l -

It is clearly that M has two eigenvalues

A, = B'(K) - D'{K) < 0,

16



The persistence criterion is: If

-r(0) + C\adQ,{K) + (1 - a)SPi(K) + Q(1 - 6)Qi{K) + (1 - Q)(1 - Q)

then system (lc) is uniform persistent.

The global stability of the interior equilibrium will be studied below. We now
define the function V(X, Y) by

V(X,Y) = I" ~T{Y'} + C*{u

Jx- V(")
Y-V- Y'ln(Y/Y')

where

It is clearly that V(X,Y') is a positive definite function in RJ,V(X,Y ) —> +oo as
.Y -> +oo or/and Y -~* +oo and V(0,0) = 0. The derivative along solutions, V'(A', V),

j __

- D(X) -

where

ip(X){X-X") A'-A"

y _

Hence, if a{X) < 0,6(F) < 0 whenever (X,Y) € int ^l, then £* is a globally asymptot-
ically stable with respect to all solutions initiate in Int i£+.

Remark 4: If T(Y) is a proper increasing then b(Y) < 0.

Remark 5: If system (lc) is uniformly persistent then there exists an interior
equilibrium (see [1]).
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